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II can distinctly remember the excitement I felt on that early August morning, 
stepping into the fresh and pristine office in the Center for Advanced Studies. The 
new school year was just days away. I can remember feeling my nerves tingling, 
and a faint shadow of intimidation following me through the threshold. I can re-
member feeling like I was about to meet someone who was truly great; a legend, 
if you will.

I know now that this was not a feeling -- it was fact.
Ms. Lucy Beckham is a legend. 
In that early morning interview on Aug. 14th, we talked about the future. We 

talked about her new job promotion, the new high school in the works, her plans 
for the future of Mt. Pleasant and most of all, we reflected on her time at Wando. 
She oversaw the construction of 1000 Warrior Way, and the creation of the CAS. 
She watched the trophy cases that line our halls fill themselves with shiny new 
awards, glistening with the pride of the students who earned them. Each year, 
each achievement, cherished with a staff of educators hired by no one other than 
herself. People she trusted, she loved and ensured the best for.

But out of all of these milestones, achievements and career marking mo-
ments, there was only one thing she was really concerned about me writing in 
my article. She paused, the purest moment of reminiscence reflected in her eyes.

“I think it’s the kids. That’s what I’m most proud of.”
I remember just how genuine that statement felt to me. In that fleeting mo-

ment, that’s all it was. A meaningful statement by someone who had more impact 
on my day to day life than I understood.

Now, three months later, I realize the depth of those words, and how they not 
only defined who she was as an educator, but as a person. Lucy G. Beckham lived 
a life that bettered the lives of others. Whether you’ve graduated from Wando and 
shaken her hand at graduation, a parent of a freshman who just started this school, 
or just another person in this community, Lucy Beckham has touched your life 
in some way. She taught someone you know. She guided someone you love. She 
provided the foundation for the education and advancement of thousands upon 
thousands of aspiring young adults, and set generations of students in the Mt. 
Pleasant community on the path for success.

In these coming days, weeks, and months, there will be uncertainty. Her in-
spiring presence will leave a void felt by those who didn’t even know her. But 
if there is one thing I learned from her on that early August morning, it’s what 
dedication looks like. It’s to never give up. It’s to surround yourself with the right 
people, and move forward to get the job done. To make a difference. 

And the day we walk across that stage, diplomas in hand, and bid our final 
farewell to the halls she molded herself, we know that she lives on. We will move 
into the future knowing how truly great it is to be a Wando Warrior: To be edu-
cated in her image. To carry on the legacy of Lucy G. Beckham. 

To succeed.

Beckham leaves a lasting 
impression on students, staff

associate editor
Francesca Mathewes

legacy

“She taught me that no matter what 
happens to always put the kids first. I will 
continue to do that for every day of my ca-
reer. If I become half of the educator and 
advocate that she is, I will have succeeded. 
We are all devastated and we will miss 
your passion and presence daily.”

Caroline 
Taylor

Teacher

Leaving her

“I love Ms. Beckham. At every sporting 
event I freaked out when I saw her. We 
made a sign that said ‘Lucy Beckham for 
President’ for one of the football games. I 
just loved seeing her everywhere. I made 
my prom date take a picture of me and 
Lucy Beckham at prom.”

William 
Milton
Senior

“My greatest memory of Ms. Beckham 
was when I first moved here. I went on 
a tour of the school prior to my first day 
here, and she was one of the first people 
that I met. She was just so nice and so 
welcoming. She really gave off a positive 
vibe about Wando.”

Connor 
Griffin

Sophomore

(Top) Lucy Beckham stands with her grandchildren on 
Oct. 23 as Lucy Beckham Boulevard is dedicated. Her 
grandchildren include Christopher Antonelli, William 
and Lucy Kate Beckham, Bella Antonelli and “Shep” 
Beckham. (Below) Beckham met President Barack 
Obama in the White House in July 2010 as part of her ac-
tivities as National Principal of the Year. Beckham stands 
with valedictorian Grace Whitbeck and salutatorian Elise 
Hynd in June 2015.
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